
A Treasure To Behold
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I hold a crystal in my hands
Cold to the touch, yet burning with fire
All around me, others twinkle and try to catch my attention
Like small children vying for affection
 
This is a sacred and special chamber
Beyond its borders
Blinding darkness beckons
A hundred shades of black
The colours of a grave
A glimpse of the tomb to come...
 
But here, light surrounds me
No sadness, or tokens of death
This room is full of life, in all her glory
The shimmering walls are a shrine to memory
Of home and family
Dreams to come
Times long forgotten
Moments remembered
 
There are countless crystals to choose
Rose and gold, amethyst and silver
Each one a treasure to behold
My heart drew me to this one piece of Heaven
Holding it up to the light, I turn slowly
Tranquil green, a sliver of sapphire blue
Crimson and purest white
Is this a mirage - a trick of the eye?
Have I stayed here too long
Years passing by in a moment
Like a night in Faerie?
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No, I think this prism holds a part of us both
The colours of our eyes, when we look at each other
Your generous heart, that beats in time with mine
My love...no...our love
That is forever and for always
An aura of brilliant, white light 
That follows you, wherever you go
 
I thank the crystal chamber
Grateful for its’ bountiful gifts
The long journey back is nothing
A day, a week or month
This small crystal will rest safely against my breast
Until I scale a building’s lofty heights
Place it in your hand, my own holding onto yours
Two worlds
Darkness and light
A circle of energy...
The symbol for eternity
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